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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) has been prepared by Lanpro on 

behalf of Lovell and details the methodology for undertaking a scheme of archaeological 

trenching to inform a planning application for residential development of the site. 

1.2 Consultation with Norfolk Historic Environment Service (consultation ref. CNF47291) has 

confirmed that a programme of trenching should be undertaken in order to inform the need 

for and extent of any further archaeological mitigation.  

Site Location and Description 

1.3 The site covers approximately 7ha located to the south-west of Reepham, Norfolk centred at 

National Grid Reference TG 094 224 (Figure 1). Reepham High School lies immediately to the 

east, with Broomhill Lane running through the centre of the site and agricultural land to the 

north, west and south. The site currently comprises an agricultural field in the north and school 

playing fields to the south. 

1.4 The British Geological Survey (BGS) 1:50,000 records the solid geology of the Study Site as  

Lewes Nodular Chalk Formation, Seaford Chalk Formation, Newhaven Chalk Formation, Culver 

Chalk Formation and Portsdown Chalk Formation (undifferentiated) - chalk. Superficial 

deposits are recorded as Sheringham Cliffs Formation - clay, silt, sand and gravel. 

(http://www.bgs.ac.uk).  

Planning Background 

1.5 Planning Permission is being sought for residential development of the site. Consultation with 

NHES has confirmed that a programme of archaeological investigation is required in order to 

identify the need for and scope of any further archaeological mitigation. 

1.6 This WSI provides a detailed methodology for undertaking a programme of evaluation 

trenching across the proposed development site. This is aimed at identifying, recording and 

sampling any archaeological features that may be present, and assessing the need for further 

mitigation excavation if required. It has been prepared on behalf of Lovell by Paul Gajos MCIfA 

of Lanpro and is subject to approval by NHES as advisors to Broadland Council. 

Archaeological Background 

1.7 No formal desk based assessment of the site has been undertaken as consulation with NHES 

confirmed that little is known from the surrounding area and that a desk based assessment 

would be unlikely to produce any meaningful information.  

1.8 A search of Norfolk HER (NHER Enquiry 19_06_14) identifies a total of 98 heritage assets within 

a 1km radius of the site (centred at TG 09498 22473), though none are recorded within the 

site itself. The course of Fen Causeway Roman Road (HER No. 2796) is situated approximately 

550m to the south of the site. The Road runs from a junction with Ermine Street and King Street 
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near Peterborough across the Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fens. The HER contains a number 

of records relating to finds of Roman material, but mostly scattered and in small quantities 

which is not indicative of intensive settlement activity. 

1.9 Metal detecting in the field immediately south of the site recovered a Saxon pin and medieval 

coins, together with post medieval coins, cloth seals and a buckle (HER No. 33505). Such finds, 

are however, often the result of the manuring of fields rather than indicating settlement 

activity and the site is likely to have formed part of the villages open field system throughout 

the medieval and post medieval periods. 

1.10 The c. 1840 Tithe Map of the site indicates that the site lay within the agricultural land 

surrounding Reepham, and that the northern field comprised two parcels, divided 

approximately down its centre. This dividing boundary is seen to have been removed by the 

publication of the first edition Ordnance Survey map in the late 19th Century, where Norfolk 

was first surveyed between 1979 and 1886. The southern field can be seen to have been re-

purposed into playing fields for Reepham High School during the 1960s. 

1.11 A geophysical survey of the site was undertaken in June 2019. The survey did not identify any 

anomalies of definite archaeological interest, however a number of linear trends and discrete 

anomalies of uncertain origin have been mapped, including a couple of ditch-like anomalies 

and a tentative sub-oval feature. A former field boundary has been identified, while evidence 

of modern ploughing can be seen across the northern part of the site. Natural magnetic 

responses are visible in both areas. Strong ferrous responses in the southern field are a result 

of goalposts and other features on the school playing field. 

2.0 RESEARCH DESIGN 

Aims and Objectives 

2.1 The overall aim of the archaeological evaluation trenching will be to obtain sufficient 

information to establish the presence/absence, character, extent, state of preservation and 

date of any archaeological deposits within the area of the proposed development. This will 

allow reasoned and informed recommendations to be made on the application for 

development of the site, and any requirements for further archaeological mitigation.  

2.2 This will be achieved through the following objectives:  

• To determine the location, extent, date, character, function, condition and significance of 

any archaeological remains within the development site 

• To excavate and record identified archaeological features and deposits to a level 

appropriate to their extent and significance 

• To assess the potential for survival of environmental evidence 

• To inform a strategy to avoid or mitigate impacts of the proposed development on 

surviving archaeological remains 
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• To undertake sufficient post-excavation assessment to confidently interpret identified 

archaeological features  

• To report the results of the evaluation and place them in their local and regional context 

• To compile and deposit a site archive with the Norfolk Museums Service 

Research Framework 

2.3 The programme of archaeological investigation has the potential to contribute to research 

priorities identified in Research and Archaeology Revisited: a revised framework for the East of 

England (Medleycott 2011), however, until the results of the informative trenching are known 

specific research objectives cannot be identified. 

2.4 The investigation will also take account of the national research programmes outlined in the 

English Heritage (now Historic England) Strategic Framework for historic Environment 

Activities and Programmes in Historic England (SNHESE), first published in 2008.  

Standards 

1.1 All work will be undertaken to fully meet the requirements of all nationally recognised 

guidance for such work, including standards laid down by the former English Heritage (now 

Historic England), the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) and NCCES guidance 

Standards for Development-led Archaeological Projects in Norfolk (NCCES 2018).  

1.2 The programme of archaeological evaluation will be managed in line with the standards laid 

down in the Historic England guideline publication Management of Research Projects in the 

Historic Environment (MoRPHE): Project Managers Guide (2015a) and the MoRPHE Project 

Planning Note 3: Archaeological Excavation (PPN3) (2008), as well as to meet the 

requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF; Chapter 12: ‘Conserving and 

enhancing the historic environment’). All excavation will be undertaken using recording 

standards detailed in the Archaeological Field Manual (MOLAS 1994). 

1.3 Of particular relevance to the programme of works are: 

• Standards for Development-led Archaeological Projects in Norfolk (NCCES 2018). 

• Standard and guidance for archaeological field evaluation (CIfA 2014a) 

• Standard and guidance for archaeological excavation (CIfA 2014b) 

• Standard and guidance for the collection, documentation, conservation and research of 
archaeological materials (CIfA 2014c) 

• Code of Conduct (CIfA 2014d) 

• Standard and guidance for the creation, compilation, transfer and deposition of 
archaeological archives (CIfA 2014e) 

• Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment: PPN3: Archaeological 
Excavation (English Heritage 2008) 
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3.0 METHODOLOGY 

Pre-commencement 

3.1 Lanpro will inform the Local Planning Authority at least one week in advance of the 

commencement of fieldwork. 

3.2 The Archaeological Contractor will contact the HER Officer of the Historic Environment Service 

in advance of work starting to obtain a HER Event number for the site. HER data for the site 

and its immediate environs will also be acquired. 

3.3 The Contractor shall contact the relevant local receiving museum prior to the start of fieldwork 

and obtain the necessary Accession Numbers/complete the required archive deposition forms.  

3.4 Before fieldwork commences an OASIS online record will be initiated and key fields completed 

on Details, Location and Creator forms.  

3.5 All members of the archaeological project team will have read this WSI in advance of 

commencement of the fieldwork, as well as the NCCES guidance Standards for Development-

led Archaeological Projects in Norfolk (NCCES 2018). 

Fieldwork 

1.4 The archaeological evaluation will comprise the excavation of 26 trenches each measuring 

50m x c.2m (see Figure 1). These have been positioned to target geophysical responses and 

‘blank’ areas. A further 350m (by length) of trenching will be available as a contingency 

should any archaeological remains be identified that require further investigation in order 

to fulfil the aims of the evaluation. 

1.5 Topsoil and modern overburden across the trenches will be stripped using a mechanical 

excavator fitted with a toothless, flat bladed, grading bucket, down to the first significant 

archaeological horizon or natural sub-soil. Spoil from mechanical excavation will be scanned 

by eye and by metal detector to aid the recovery of artefacts. Topsoil / overburden and 

subsoil will be stored separately. 

1.6 All excavation by mechanical excavator will be undertaken under direct archaeological 

supervision, by a suitably experienced and qualified archaeologist, with one archaeologist 

responsible for monitoring each excavator. 

1.7 All archaeological features and deposits revealed will be cleaned and excavated in an 

archaeologically controlled and stratigraphic manner, in order to establish their extent, 

form, date, function and relationship to other features. All features will be investigated to 

understand the full stratigraphic sequence down to naturally occurring deposits. A 

sufficient sample of every archaeological and suspected archaeological feature or deposit 

will be excavated. This will include: 
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• Slots through each linear feature. Relationships with other features and deposits will 

be investigated. Slots will also be excavated away from relationships to retrieve dating 

evidence. 

• Unless falling into the category below, discrete/non-linear features (pits and postholes 

for example) will be 50% excavated (half-sectioned). All relationships with other 

features and deposits will be investigated. 

• Discrete features of high potential (palaeoenvironmental and artefactual potential, for 

example) may need to be fully excavated. 

1.8 All spoil will be stored and managed in line with the standards of the Construction Code of 

Practice for Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction Sites (DEFRA 2009).  

1.9 Any excavation, by machine or by hand, will be undertaken with a view to avoiding damage 

to any archaeological features or deposits which appear to be demonstrably worthy of 

preservation in situ or which would be better examined as part of a subsequent phase of 

mitigation.  

1.10 Should the excavation of the trenches reach the limit of safe working depth without natural 

geology being encountered, a sondage will be excavated in order to establish the depth of 

natural geology. Where depth of excavation is required to be greater than 1m, suitable 

stepping will be employed.  

1.11 All archaeological deposits, features and artefacts exposed, examined or excavated will be 

fully recorded, employing standardised and documented recording methods, and utilising 

pro forma recording sheets. Context numbers will be assigned to all features, deposits, 

structures and other significant elements (e.g. articulated skeletal material) encountered, 

however recent their origin.  

1.12 All identified finds and artefacts will be collected and retained, and bagged and labelled 

according to their context. Finds of significant interest will be given a ‘small finds’ number, 

and information on their location in three dimensions will be entered on a separate pro-

forma sheet. No finds will be discarded without assessment by an appropriate finds 

specialist, and/or the approval of the NCCES. 

1.13 A drawn record will be made of all features revealed during the archaeological evaluation. 

Plans will be completed at a scale of 1:20 (as appropriate), with section drawings at a scale of 

1:10. All plans will be tied in with the OS National Grid with levels given to above Ordnance 

Datum.   

1.14 A photographic record will be made of all of the archaeological features, deposits, structures 

or building elements investigated or exposed during fieldwork, and a detailed register will 

be maintained of the location, subject and direction of view of all photographs taken. 

General site shots will also be taken to provide a wider context to the excavations. 
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1.15 The photographic record will be maintained throughout the course of the fieldwork and will 

include as a minimum: 

• the site prior to commencement of fieldwork 

• the site during work, showing specific stages of fieldwork 

• the layout of archaeological features within each trench 

• individual features and, where appropriate, their sections 

• groups of features where their relationship is assessed to be important 

1.16 Where digital photography is employed this will follow the requirements of the NCCES (2018) 

and Historic England guidance for digital image capture (Historic England 2015b). 

• The camera used has a minimum sensor size (APS-C) of 22mm by 15mm  

• The camera used has a sensor that exceeds 10 Mega Pixels 

• All photographs are taken in a raw format (.raw or .nef, for example). Photographs 
must not be taken in .jpg format 

• All photographs are converted from raw format to uncompressed .tiff at 8 bit. Raw 
format and .jpg photographs are not suitable for archiving 

• Digital photographs will not be manipulated or altered prior to inclusion in a project 
archive 

• File names will meet NCCES requirements 

1.17 Drone-based digital photography may be employed where suitable and if required.  

1.18 Following excavation and recording of any archaeological remains, and with the agreement of 

the NCCES, the evaluation trenches will be back-filled with the previously excavated spoil.  

1.19 Expansion of the excavation area outside of the trenches will not be undertaken. The 

exception to this will be where human remains are identified and cannot be preserved in 

situ, and where best practice is to maintain the integrity of an individual, or where Treasure 

artefacts would otherwise be at risk of theft. 

Palaeoenvironmental sampling strategy 

1.20 Soil samples will be taken from all suitable features or deposits for palaeoenvironmental 

sampling. This will comprise the removal of a bulk sample from every securely sealed and 

hand-excavated context, excepting those with excessive levels of residuality or those with 

minimal ‘soil’ content (such as building rubble).  

1.21 Bulk samples will comprise representative 40 litre samples. Where a context does not yield 

40 litres of material, smaller samples will be taken (generally the maximum amount of 

material that it is practicable to collect). Bulk samples will be used to recover a sub-sample 

of charred macroplant material, faunal remains and artefacts where necessary, as well as  

any significant industrial residues.  
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1.22 If buried soils or other deposits are encountered, column samples may be taken for 

micromorphological and pollen analysis. Environmental material will be stored in a controlled 

environment and specialists consulted during the course of the work if necessary. 

1.23 The post-excavation processing of all palaeoenvironmental samples will be undertaken in line 

with the requirements of the former English Heritage’s (now Historic England) publications 

Archaeological Science at PPG16 Interventions: Best Practice Guidance for Curators and 

Commissioning Archaeologists (2006) and Environmental Archaeology: A guide to the theory 

and practice of methods from sampling and recovery to post-excavation (2011). 

Human remains 

1.24 The Ministry of Justice and the NCCES will be informed if human remains are found. 

Disturbance of human skeletal remains will be kept to a minimum. Any human remains 

encountered will be accurately recorded in plan to identify the date and character of the 

remains, including in situ examination by a palaeopathologist, but no further investigation will 

occur and the remains will be covered and protected.  

1.25 Removal of human remains will only take place in exceptional circumstances and under 

appropriate government and environmental health regulations, in compliance with the Burial 

Act 1857 and after obtaining a Section 25 exhumation licence obtained from the Ministry of 

Justice.  

1.26 If required a qualified and experienced osteoarchaeologist will undertake site visits to discuss 

the recording and assist in the removal of any human skeletal remains. 

1.27 Human remains will be processed as part of the post-excavation assessment following 

national standards and guidance, including English Heritage (2004), Mitchell and Brickley 

(2017) and the Church of England/Historic England (2017). 

Scientific dating 

1.28 The recovery of material suitable for radiocarbon, archaeomagnetic and/or 

dendrochronological dating will be sought, if appropriate.  

Other finds 

1.29 All finds and samples will be treated in a proper manner during the excavation and post-

excavation stage and to standards agreed in advance with the Norfolk Museums Service. 

Finds will be exposed, lifted, cleaned, conserved, marked, bagged and stored in accordance 

with the guidelines set out in United Kingdom Institute for Conservation's Conservation 

Guidelines No. 2 (1990) and the CIfA guidelines Standard and Guidance for the collection, 

documentation, conservation and research of archaeological materials (2014c).  

1.30 If required, conservation will be undertaken by approved conservators in line with the First 

Aid for Finds guidelines (Watkinson and Neal 1998). In accordance with the procedures 

outlined in English Heritage’s MoRPHE PPN3 (2008), significant iron objects, a selection of 
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non-ferrous artefacts (including all coins), and a sample of any industrial debris relating to 

metallurgy should be X-radiographed before assessment.  

1.31 All finds of gold and silver will be moved to a safe place. Where removal cannot be effected 

immediately, suitable security measures will be taken to protect the artefacts from theft or 

damage. These will be reported to the coroner according to the procedures relating to the 

Treasure Act 1996 (and the act’s amendment of 2003 to include prehistoric objects such as 

Bronze Age metalworking hoards and other non-precious metal items), after discussion with 

the client and Norfolk Museums Service. 

1.32 Ownership of any finds recovered during archaeological works rests with the landowner 

except where other law overrides this (e.g. Treasure Act 1996, Burial Act 1857). However, 

Lanpro will seek to obtain agreement from the landowner to donate the recovered artefacts 

to the Norfolk Museums Service (subject to statutory laws concerning human remains and 

treasure trove). 

Unexpectedly significant or complex discoveries 

1.33 Should unexpectedly extensive, complex or significant remains be uncovered that warrant, 

in the professional judgment of the archaeologist on site, more detailed recording than is 

appropriate within the terms of the WSI, the scope of the WSI will be reviewed.  

1.34 In the event of a review of the WSI being required, Lanpro will contact the client and NHES 

with the relevant information to enable them to resolve the matter. This is likely to require 

an on-site meeting between the relevant stakeholders to review the archaeological remains 

on-site and identify a way forward. Any variations to this WSI will be put in writing and 

agreed by the relevant stakeholders including the NHES and the client. 

Plant and equipment 

1.35 The archaeological contractor on site will be responsible for the provision of all required 

welfare, plant, and health and safety equipment, as well as for the organisation and 

management of these in line with best practice (e.g. DEFRA 2009; HSE 2009).  

Strategy Review 

3.6 The strategy for the archaeological fieldwork will be held under continuous review. Should the 

strategy be considered unsuitable at any time by Lanpro or the appointed archaeological 

contractor, an alternative strategy will be proposed for agreement with NHES. 

Post-excavation 

1.36 Unless otherwise agreed with NCCES, a report detailing the results of the informative trenching 

will be prepared within four weeks of the completion of fieldwork (dependant on receiving 

specialist reports) and will include: 
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• A title page or cover sheet giving key project details 

• A brief non-technical executive summary of the work undertaken and the results 
obtained 

• Acknowledgements 

• Site details, including location, NHER event number (ENF) and NCCES consultation 
number (CNF), OASIS reference, grid reference, geology and soils, place of deposition 
of the archive, museum accession number, full dates of work and any relevant details 
of the project’s history 

• Legible site location plan, indicating site north and based on current Ordnance 

• Survey data, produced at the most appropriate scale. This must clearly delineate the 
site boundary and effectively and clearly anchor the site in its surroundings 

• Project aims and objectives 

• A section detailing the archaeological and historical background of the site including 
an up to date HER search 

• Documentary and cartographic evidence 

• Methodology including recording and surveying 

• Site narrative, comprising the detailed description, analysis and interpretation of the 
site  

• Artefactual evidence, including results of specialist reports 

• Environmental evidence, including results of specialist reports 

• Archaeological science reports, including results specialist reports 

• Discussion/conclusions 

• Bibliography 

• Illustrative material including maps, plans, elevation drawings, sections, appropriate 
detail drawings and a key to any conventions used 

• Photographs, where appropriate 

• Tabular quantification of archive components 

• An appendix listing all the recorded contexts with detailed descriptions, locations 
(trench numbers or excavation areas), dimensions and final spot-dates or phasing 

• Separate finds catalogues by context and finds types, as appendices. Specialist reports 
should include details of methodology, results, interpretation and nontechnical 
summaries 

• Copies of the WSI as an appendix 

• Copies of the relevant OASIS data collection forms 

1.37 A draft copy of the report will be supplied to the  NCCES for comment. Following approval of 

the draft report, a hard copy and a digital copy in a PDF/a format will be supplied to the Norfolk 

HER.  
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1.38 A single paragraph summary will be produced for inclusion in the annual round-up of 

archaeological work published in Norfolk Archaeology. Additional publication and 

dissemination will be proportionate to the significance of project results and its importance to 

the public. 

2 ARCHIVING 

2.1 The appointed archaeological contractor will contact the Norfolk Museums Service in advance 

of commencing any fieldwork to determine the preparation, and deposition of the archive and 

finds, and obtain an accession number for all archaeological works. The landowner will be 

encouraged to transfer ownership of retained finds to the Norfolk Museums Service and the 

appointed archaeological contractor will initiate a Transfer of Ownership process at the earliest 

opportunity. 

2.2 The archive will contain all the data collected during the archaeological works, including all 

digital and paper records, finds and environmental samples. The archive will be prepared in 

line with the CIfA Standard and guidance for the creation, compilation, transfer and 

deposition of archaeological archives (2014e), the Guidelines for the preparation of 

Excavation Archives for long–term storage (United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, 

1990), and Standards in the museum care of archaeological collections (Museums and 

Galleries Commission 1994). It will also be compiled in accordance with Norfolk Museums 

Service deposition guidelines (2010).  

2.3 Adequate resources will be provided during fieldwork to ensure that all records are checked 

and internally consistent. Archive consolidation will be undertaken immediately following the 

conclusion of fieldwork and will include the following work: 

• the site record will be checked, cross–referenced and indexed as necessary 

• all retained finds will be cleaned, conserved, marked and packaged in accordance with 
the requirements of the Norfolk Museums Service 

• all retained finds will be assessed and recorded using pro forma recording sheets, by 
suitably qualified and experienced staff. Initial artefact dating will be integrated within 
the site matrix 

• all retained environmental samples will be processed by suitably experienced and 
qualified staff  

2.4 The OASIS forms initiated prior to fieldwork commencing will be completed for the project and 

a digital copy of the final report deposited with the Archaeological Data Service (ADS).  

3.7 A draft copy of the report will be supplied to the Local Planning Authority’s archaeological 

advisor for comment. Following approval of the draft report, three hard copies and one digital 

copy will be supplied to Norfolk HER for the attention of the Planning Archaeologist. One 
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further copy will be sent to the Historic England Regional Science Advisor for the East of 

England. 

3.8 A copy of the approved report will be uploaded to the OASIS database. 

3.9 All documentation and correspondence created as part of this project will clearly quote the 

Norfolk HER number. 

4.0 TIMETABLE & PERSONNEL 

4.1 The appointed archaeological contractor will be CFA Archaeology who are an CIfA Registered 

Archaeological Organisation. The project will be managed for CFA by Mark Roberts with site 

supervision TBC. Details of CFA specialists are provided in appendix 1. 

4.2 It is anticipated that the works will be completed within 2 weeks with a staff of 3-4 

archaeologists. The date of the works has yet to be agreed but is expected to be 

August/September 2019. 

4.3 Paul Gajos MCIfA of Lanpro will be in overall charge of the project and will monitor the work 

on behalf of the developer. 

5.0 MONITORING 

5.1 The aims of monitoring are to ensure that the archaeological works are undertaken within the 

limits set by this specification, and to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority’s 

archaeological advisor. 

5.2 Paul Gajos MCIfA, Director (Archaeology and Heritage) for Lanpro will monitor implementation 

of the programme of works on behalf of the developer. 

5.3 The Local Planning Authority’s archaeological advisor will be given notice of when work is due 

to commence and will be free to visit the site by prior arrangement with Lanpro. The Local 

Planning Authority’s archaeological advisor will monitor implementation of the programme of 

works on behalf of the Local Planning Authority and evaluate the work being undertaken on 

site against the methodology detailed in this specification.  

5.4 The Local Planning Authority’s archaeological advisor will also be responsible for considering 

any changes to the specification of works; any such alterations should be agreed in writing with 

the relevant parties prior to commencement of on-site works, or at the earliest available 

opportunity. 

6.0 INSURANCE 

6.1 The archaeological contractor will produce evidence of Public Liability Insurance to the 

minimum value of £5m and Professional Indemnity Insurance to the minimum of £5m.  
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7.0 HEALTH and SAFETY 

7.1 All works will be undertaken in compliance with the Health and Safety at Work Act (1974) and 

all applicable regulations and Codes of Practice. All archaeological staff will undertake their 

operations in accordance with safe working practices and will be CSCS certified. At least one 

First Aider will be present on site at all times. 

7.2 A site-specific risk assessment will be produced by the appointed archaeological contractor, 

prior to the commencement of work on site, which will be subject to regular review. 

7.3 All fieldwork staff will be required to wear suitable Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), 

including hi-visibility coats/vests, hard hats, safety boots and gloves, as well as safety glasses if 

required. Suitable PPE and welfare facilities will be provided by the archaeological contractor. 

7.4 All staff will receive a health and safety induction prior to starting work on site to be provided 

by the archaeological contractor, and visitors to the site will receive an induction as required. 

The archaeological contractor will provide all staff on site with copies of all health and safety 

documentation.   

7.5 Regular audits of health and safety practices will be carried out during the course of the project 

by Lanpro and the archaeological contractor in consultation with the site workforce. Toolbox 

talks on health and safety issues will be conducted at minimum weekly intervals and/or after 

changes in working practices or identification of new threats/risks. The risk assessment will be 

reviewed and updated as necessary. Control measures will be implemented as required in 

response to specific hazards.  

7.6 Safe working will take priority over the desire to record archaeological features or remains, 

and where it is considered that recording is dangerous, any such features will be recorded by 

photography at a safe distance. Excavations greater than safe working depth will be fenced off 

with netlon safety fencing.  

7.7 The developer will provide plans of all known services prior to excavation, and areas of 

excavation will be scanned with a Cable Avoidance Tool (CAT) prior to ground works 

commencing. Necessary measures will be taken to avoid disturbing any services. 

7.8 Plant operators will be required to produce evidence of qualification within an industry 

accepted registration scheme. Sub-Contractors health and safety performance will be kept 

under review and action taken if necessary. 

7.9 Measures must be taken to keep the access road clean and free from mud. 

8.0 COPYRIGHT AND PUBLICITY 

8.1 Copyright of the documentation prepared by the archaeological contractor and specialist sub-

contractors should be the subject of additional licences in favour of Lovell, Lanpro and NHES 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/toolbox/ppe.htm
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to use such documentation for their statutory and educational functions, and to provide copies 

to third parties as required. 

8.2 Under the Environmental Information Regulations (EIR 2005), information submitted to the 

HER becomes publicly accessible, except where disclosure might lead to environmental 

damage, and reports cannot be embargoed as ‘confidential’ or ‘commercially sensitive’. 

8.3 It is recognised that the project may identify remains which are of interest to the public and 

these may be publicised through appropriate media. Any publicity for the project proposed by 

the archaeological contractor should be approved by Lanpro and Lovell.  

8.4 The appointed contractor will not issue any information on the work through media, internet 

or social media without prior agreement with Lanpro. 

8.5 Care will be taken to ensure that any publicity does not compromise the security of 

archaeological remains that may have been identified or recovered. Any approaches by the 

press to the archaeological contractor should be referred to Lanpro in the first instance.  
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Appendix 1: CFA specialists  

 

 

 

  



RRBC/3101 6 CFA 
 

 
Prior to the start of site works a risk assessment will be carried out identifying risks to staff, visitors to the 
site and members of the public. Staff and visitors to the site will wear appropriate PPE at all times. 
 
No person shall intentionally interfere with, or misuse anything provided by the Company in the interests 
of health, safety or welfare. CFA Archaeology’s full Health and Safety policy and guidance is available 
on request. 
 
CFA Archaeology is committed to reducing its carbon footprint and maintains an environmental policy 
which may be supplied on request. 

Resources 
Mark Roberts (BA MLitt MCIfA) is a Regional Manager for CFA. Mark has project managed numerous 
archaeological projects of all periods throughout the UK including those undertaken for large 
infrastructure projects. Mark has an IOSH Managing Safely certificate.  
 
The Site Archaeologists for CFA will be selected from CFA’s pool of staff, all of whom have appropriate 
experience. The project officer and supervisors will be first aiders and all site staff will have current 
CSCS cards (archaeological technician). 
 
CFA’s Graphic’s Manager Shelly Werner BA MPhil DPhil, who is responsible for the organisation and 
management of all GIS, CAD and Illustrative material. She is an experienced illustrator with specialist 
knowledge in GIS consultancy. 
 
List of Specialists 
 
Osteoarchaeology / small finds Sue Anderson BA MPhil PGDip MCIfA 
Lithics Torben Bjarke Ballin MA PhD MCIfA (Freelance) 
Prehistoric pottery /briquetage Elaine Morris BA PhD FSA MCIfA 

Prehistoric pottery  
Melanie Johnson MA PhD FSA Scot MCIfA (CFA 
Archaeology) 

Pre-Roman Iron Age pottery Paul Blinkhorn 
Roman pottery Katie Anderson BA MA 
Saxon and Medieval pottery Paul Blinkhorn 
Samian Felicity Wild 
Querns John Cruse 

Conservation Laboratory (Lead Conservator) 
The Scottish Conservation Studio (Will Murray BSc PGDip 
ACR) 

Dendrochronology Ian Tyers  
Palaeoenvironmental Scientist Mike Cressey HND BA MSc PhD MIfA (CFA Archaeology) 
Archaeobotany Mhairi Hastie BSc MSc ACIfA (CFA Archaeology) 
Archaeozoology Jennifer Thoms MA PhD FSA Scot 
Soil Micromorphology Clare Ellis BA PhD MIfA  
Mollusca and fish remains Ruby Ceron-Carrasco MA PhD 
Post-medieval pottery Sue Anderson BA MPhil PGDip MCIfA  
Palynology Robert McCulloch BA PhD (University of Stirling) 
Ceramic Building Material John Tibbles BA ACIfA 
Industrial and domestic waste analysis David Starley BSc PhD 
 
The above list is not exhaustive, should unusual or locally specific archaeological materials be 
discovered; appropriate specialists will be sort on the advice of the Regional Historic England scientific 
Advisor. Cvs and examples of work for all specialists may be supplied on request. 
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